
A Strategy for Nonviolent Politics
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Political Power and Nonviolent Action

According to the theory of nonviolent oolitics
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bureaucracy, the military, the police and the
judiciary It also includes an education and social
system which encourage compliance.

Ultimately, of course, any- nower <stm(<f!,rfl
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In the revolutionary context, the creation of
alternative institutions (a form of JmyhA-nt
mtervention) which compete with aad undermine
mainstream structures, is centrally important
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activists as well.

4. Our nonviolent action and behaviour should
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we must affirm their integrity and capacityX
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In the actions we plan we should be conscious of
Fm.?%? Pe°ple P ?y to »un»rt of the opponent.
Fo. instance, a police officer is taught to perceive
activists in a certain way and to behave in a
particular manner. We can reinforce that
behaviour (and strengthen the state) by acting in
ways which encourage the police to 'role u?
Conversely, we can recognise the genuine fears
that police feel in 'demonstrations' and use police
liaison and nonviolent discipline to build
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